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Introduction

A

gile is a relatively new strategy that’s proving to be
very effective in project development of all kinds. Agile
development involves an incremental, iterative approach to
projects. It stands in distinction to methods that plan extensively from the start, instead letting the project dictate its
own parameters as much as possible.
Although Agile emphasizes leaner governance of development
teams than organizations may be used to, that hardly means
Agile is less disciplined than other development approaches.
Instead of relying on discipline coming from above, in Agile,
the team self organizes and internalizes its own discipline and
commits to the project.
This eliminates the two-step aspect of many project development models, where management directs the team in a
horse-and-cart fashion. In Agile development, governance and
development aspects become a seamless whole, eliminating
the two-step nature of other development strategies. And
when a development team becomes a single highly-motivated
self-governing unit, development can become much more
streamlined and effective.

About This Book
In this book, you’re going to get a guided tour of Agile development with particular emphasis on the most popular of Agile
methodologies — Scrum development.
While Agile is a development philosophy, Scrum offers concrete plans for your project. It contains many well-tested components that have been tuned over the years, and we bring
Agile to life using Scrum practices.
Scrum development involves many roles, such as the
ScrumMaster, the Scrum Team, the Product Owner; new concrete concepts, such as sprint (product development iterations)
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product and sprint backlogs; and much more. You see all
those terms in this book.
In addition, you get an inside look at a powerful Agile product,
CA Agile Vision. It implements the Scrum methodology and
lets teams communicate and plan online. CA Agile Vision provides you with the tools you need to implement Scrum quickly
and effectively. Throughout this book, you get information on
Agile in general, but then we include the CA Agile Vision methods of making your life easier with this software.

How This Book Is Organized
This book contains seven chapters to help you grasp the
concepts of Agile and Scrum and CA Agile Vision.

Chapter 1: Welcome to Agile
This chapter serves as an introduction to Agile theory. We go
through what makes the theory of Agile development tick and
how it’s different from traditional methods.

Chapter 2: Introducing Scrum
This chapter covers Scrum methodology in particular with an
emphasis on Scrum for a concrete implementation of Agile.
You also get your first inside look at CA Agile Vision, a powerful
software tool for implementing Scrum for your organization.

Chapter 3: Understanding
the Roles in Scrum
Scrum Teams are small — ideally 7 to 12 people on each team.
In this chapter, you see what it takes to create a Scrum Team
and make it work, including internalizing the needed discipline. You meet the key players of the Scrum Team and find
out how to use CA Agile vision to create your team.
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Chapter 4: Meeting Your
Sprint Planning Goals
In Chapter 4, you discover how to start breaking up projects into
manageable iterations, called sprints in Agile development. This
is the chapter where you get the info on managing backlogs —
lists of requirements the developers must meet, as you
transfer items from the product backlog (the overall project
requirements) to a sprint backlog. A primer in CA Agile Vision
gives you some background on how to move a user story from
a backlog to a sprint and how to plan a sprint.

Chapter 5: Keeping Everyone
Connected
Scrum development relies on communication between team
members and others involved in a project. In this chapter,
you see how Scrum helps everyone stay in touch, with special attention to the tools offered by CA Agile Vision for this
purpose.

Chapter 6: Ten Ways to Decide
if Agile is Right for You
Agile and Scrum aren’t for every organization. This chapter
offers a quick ten-point list of questions to ask to help decide
if Agile is right for you.

Chapter 7: Ten Ways CA Agile
Vision Can Help You
CA Technologies specializes in bringing software solutions to
make your life easier. CA Agile Vision is one of those products
available for anyone to purchase and use. In this chapter, you
discover the strengths of the software and how it can help
your business.
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Icons Used in This Book
In the margins of this book, you see several helpful little icons
that call out various nuggets of information. They include
the following:
This icon clues you in to information that you should pay
attention to.
A tip points to some practical information that can help you
save time, effort, or money (and maybe even all three).

This icon points out pitfalls to avoid.
Information in this icon can represent statistics or industry
analytics and information. You can choose to skip it if you
want, but you techies out there just may love it!
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Chapter 1

Welcome to Agile
In This Chapter
▶ Exploring Agile’s beginnings
▶ Understanding the parts of Agile
▶ Figuring out if Agile is right for you

A

gile is a set of exciting new practices and techniques
that make product development more cyclical (or iterative, as we like to call it in Agile–speak) and incremental and
brings you closer to what the customer wants by involving
the customer at every step. It relies on lean governance (management) as opposed to more traditional techniques that rely
on heavyweight governance.
Agile is all about empowering the team and getting closer to
what the customer wants. In place of rigorous upfront planning
and the phase-based process, it offers a dynamic, iterative
build-and-test cycle, where change is handled well. One of
Agile’s hallmark features is that it drives the decision-making
process lower in an organization, making that organization
more responsive and adaptive.
Agile may give you the basic orientation, but Scrum lets you
bring Agile to your organization and make it work (for more
information on Scrum, see Chapter 2). While Agile suggests a
need for good communication, Scrum sets up rules for standup meetings and how they should be conducted. Where Agile
discusses the need for iterative and incremental development,
Scrum brings those terms into focus with well-defined sprints
that represent a specific iteration. Where Agile suggests you
track tasks to be performed with lists, Scrum has specific
techniques in place for doing exactly that.
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Why Agile Was Born
Agile was originally conceived as a set of software development values and principles. It was a reaction against the rigid
and “big upfront planning” approach that many software
developers and business analysts thought stifled the development process and contact with the customer, emphasizing the
plan rather than the product and customer need.
As software development corporations became larger, they
often increased the emphasis on governance. Top-down
control became a significant part of the process, sometimes
making developers spend the majority of their time dealing
with such control structures, as every step of the development process became rigid and stratified. This development
environment was at odds with the smaller, more adaptive
software development companies that brought more customer value to the process by creating products that were
closer to what the customer wanted, taking less time to create
and costing less to develop.
Agile wasn’t a simple software developer’s revolt. While Agile
became popular with software developers because it freed time
for creativity and drove the decision-making process lower, the
principles also made sense from a business perspective.
By driving development costs and times down dramatically
and by creating products that are much closer to what the
customer wants than most traditional methods, Agile has
proven itself as a business strategy. As opposed to the standard requirements-gathering, plan-driven project development, the customer is continually involved in Agile. That
continual involvement has the following impact:
✓ The developed product is far closer to what the
customer wants, even as his requirements change or
become more elaborate.
✓ Your customer is happier!
✓ The costs and development times may be lower.
✓ The risk of project deviation from what the customer
wants is minimized.
And all of that makes good business sense.
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The principles of Agile were in the air for a long time when
they were finally put to paper in the Manifesto for Agile
Software Development (aka, Agile Manifesto) in 2001 by its 17
cosigners at The Lodge at the Snowbird ski resort in the
Wasatch Range of mountains in Utah. They valued
✓ Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
✓ Working software over comprehensive documentation
✓ Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
✓ Responding to change over following a plan
The Manifesto spells out what have since become the foundation principles of Agile:
✓ The highest priority is to satisfy the customer through
early and continuous delivery of product.
✓ Changes are welcome, even late in development.
✓ Deliver working product frequently, typically on the
order of weeks.
✓ Build projects around motivated individuals.
✓ Emphasize face-to-face conversation.
✓ Working product is the primary measure of progress.
✓ Continuous attention to technical excellence is a must.
✓ Simplicity is a great virtue.
✓ The best designs emerge from self-organizing teams.

The Manifesto cosigners weren’t a group of cowboy programmers bent on maintaining their wild and wooly ways. Much
of Agile has to do with internalizing the control patterns that
were formerly externally governed and internalizing discipline
in the team itself. Agile seeks to develop self-motivated teams
whose priority is the project.
When it works, this synthesis of control is invaluable. Rather
than having to enforce control from plans, schedules, and
rules, the team itself takes over and makes external governance largely obsolete. That, in a nutshell, is the inspiration
and the power of Agile.
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Having the Agile Mindset
What changes in thinking do you need to make to begin thinking more Agile? Hopefully, with the information in this section,
you can figure that out.
Mario E. Moreira, coauthor of this book, wrote Adapting
Configuration Management for Agile Teams. The Agile Mindset
is part of the concept from that book.

Think self-empowered
In Agile, decisions are pushed down to the lowest effective
level, and that empowers self-motivated team members.
Think in terms of self-empowered and self-motivated teams,
not in terms of external command structures holding a whip
over reluctant developers.

Think small
Agile relies on a divide-and-conquer strategy. You should
be able to break any task up into manageable chunks, each
of which is more or less modular in scope. You can refactor
problems into smaller ones and make global changes in a
single, well-defined place.

Think business value
The highest priority of the Agile process is all about providing value to the customer. Agile encourages team members
to internalize the discipline of providing the greatest business
value. Team members think in terms of delivery of value
during each of the iteration cycles.

Think continuous
In the real world, change happens. When you’re working on
a project, the customer may change the requirements at any
time. The iterative approach allows for change to be introduced at the planning session for the next iteration.
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Although the Agile Manifesto says that Agile developers welcome change, that may be a little too much to hope for in an
actual development environment. Agile is far better equipped
to handle change, especially continuous change, than traditional development methods.

Because the customer is always involved, changes are likely
to be of smaller scope than they are in a traditional development process. Fifty small changes can often be handled easier
than one massive change. In addition, Agile thinks in terms of
short iterations rather than monolithic (single-block) projects,
making change easier to handle.
So while it may be too much to say that Agile teams welcome
many substantial changes during the course of a project’s
development, they’re better equipped to handle them.

Think collaboration
Agile puts a huge emphasis on collaboration, particularly face
to face. This importance is a marked difference from traditional
product development where communication often has to go
through a third party. Instead, Agile collaboration encourages
working together across standard roles to build solutions.

Think discipline
The main reason many organizations are reluctant to adopt
Agile is the mistaken belief that it involves ad hoc or cowboy
development. Organizations with heavy governance believe
that loosely unsupervised teams result in chaos, not a
finished product.
In Agile development, teams are empowered and internalize
the discipline needed to complete each cycle. So while many
organizations fear the seemingly unsupervised nature of Agile
development, the fact is that when it works as designed, it’s
far more effective and efficient.
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Will Agile Work in Your
Environment?
Is Agile right for you? That’s a question that takes some
consideration. Start by taking a look at the methodologies
commonly in use today:
✓ Waterfall: A phase-based methodology where you need
to complete a phase before moving to the next
✓ Hybrid Waterfall: A phase-based methodology that
provides for phase overlap so you can begin the next
phase before completing the current phase
✓ Incremental: A methodology that provides for customer
delivery in short increments — that is, shorter release
cycles
✓ Iterative: A methodology that works with multiple short
cycles of progress where at the end of the cycle
customer validation is needed
✓ Agile: A collection of methodologies that’s derived from
both Iterative and Incremental approaches to development to provide customer value
With waterfall development, you have to move from phase
to phase (that is, waterfall to waterfall) in accordance with a
specified plan. The customer is involved only during requirements gathering at the beginning and user acceptance testing
at the end.
Agile, on the other hand, has no set phases, but proceeds iteratively instead with short cycles. Requirements are planned
for, implemented, tested, and evaluated repeatedly in a matter
of weeks, not months. The customer is always involved.
So how do you decide if Agile is right for you? Agile techniques, hastily and incompletely applied, can result in significant, time-consuming problems. So put on your thinking cap
and check out the breakdown of parts of Agile in this section.
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Small teams
Agile flourishes with small, face-to-face teams of 12 or fewer
members. If you can’t break your task up into pieces that can
be handled by such small teams, Agile may not be right for you.

Collocation
Collocation means that things are placed together, and in the
sense of Agile, we use this term to indicate a preference that
everyone is in the same location. While technically not an
absolute requirement, this togetherness goes a long way in
making the Agile — and in particular, Scrum — process work.
If your teams are highly distributed, Agile may not work as
well as it should for your needs, or your teams will need to
make an extra effort to communicate. However, some Agile
practices can help make this more feasible.

Motivated, seasoned developers
Agile development does require motivated, seasoned developers who can supervise themselves. Seasoned developers
tend to be self-guiding, while novice developers may require
a great deal of supervision. Agile methods are dependant on
developers internalizing their own discipline.
If you only have novice developers, Agile methods may not
work for you.

Lean governance
Agile teams do best when they’re left alone to do their own
thing as much as possible. A properly constructed Agile team is
self-disciplined and needs relatively little external governance.
Some organizations can’t get away from a heavy governance
model — if that describes your organization, Agile may not be
for you.
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Customer involvement
Traditionally, the customer submits a set of requirements at
the beginning of the project and is next contacted when the
near-finished product goes to validation. That’s not the way
Agile works. Here, the customers are involved along the way
and particularly in the End-of-Sprint Review (or demo) where
continuous feedback is collected to ensure that you’re delivering something the customer actually wants. If the customer
can’t be present, the role of the Product Owner acts as the
voice of the customer. (See Chapter 2 for information on the
role of the Product Owner.)
If that’s too much customer involvement for you, Agile may
not be for you.
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Chapter 2

Introducing Scrum
In This Chapter
▶ Discovering Scrum as a part of Agile
▶ Breaking down the parts of Scrum
▶ Taking a look at CA Agile Vision

S

crum is a particular variant of Agile (covered in Chapter 1)
and the most popular variant today. While Agile is more
a set of principles, Scrum puts principles into effect with welldesigned practices and techniques. Roles and concepts that are
theoretical in Agile become concrete when it comes to Scrum. In
other words, Scrum lets you make your project actually happen.
So Scrum is a team-based iterative and incremental Agile
methodology for tackling projects. It has its own components,
such as the Scrum Team, backlogs, and sprints that we introduce to you in this chapter.
Agile itself is more a set of guiding principles than a strategy
ready to be put into practice. In time, Agile evolved into many
specific methodologies, such as XP (Extreme Programming),
Scrum, Kanban, DSDM, AUP, and more. In this chapter, you
focus on the methodology that’s become by far the most
popular Agile approach — Scrum.

Welcome to Scrum
(Yes, as in Rugby)
Welcome to Scrum, Agile’s best-known methodology. Before
we go any further, we want to let you know a little bit about
the name, which comes from the game of rugby. Why rugby?
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Looking at Scrum as a methodology
Scrum has a brief history as a methodology. Take a look:
✓ 1993: Jeff Sutherland creates
Scrum at Easel Corp.
✓ 1996: Jeff Sutherland and Ken
Schwaber introduce Scrum
at OOPSLA (Object-Oriented
Programming,
Systems,
Languages, and Applications)
conference.

✓ 2001: Ken Schwaber and Mike
Beedle write the foundation
paper “Agile Software Development with Scrum.”
✓ 2002: Ken Schwaber and Mike
Cohn co-founded Scrum Alliance
in 2002, initially within the Agile
Alliance.

In rugby, as opposed to American football, the ball is routinely
thrown from team member to team member as the whole team
progresses up the field. Everyone shares in the task of running,
passing, kicking, tackling, defending, and scoring goals.
Scrum is a mass meeting of the two opposing teams where the
ball gets put into play. Both teams face each other and put
their arms around their teammates’ waists; the ball is then
rolled between the two opposing teams, which try to control
the ball by kicking or throwing it to teammates.
In other words, a scrum is composed of total confusion, culminating in coherence as a team gets control of the ball and then
starts to work as a coordinated whole. That’s the rugby term,
scrum.

So what’s Scrum for Agile?
For Agile, Scrum is an iterative, incremental process for developing any product or managing any work. Scrum produces a
potentially shippable product at the end of every iteration. In
Scrum, you break a task into a series of iterations, called sprints,
which get you ever closer to the goal. And like rugby, the team
acts in a self-empowered and coordinated manner to ensure
investment of a common goal and commitment to that goal.
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Who are the people in your Scrum?
Scrum revolves around Scrum Teams. Scrum Teams make it all
happen; they’re at once the source of energy and commitment
in Scrum. The Scrum Team is expected to have daily stand-ups
where team members discuss what they’ve done in the previous day, what they expect to do next, and any roadblocks.
The Scrum Team consists of three components: the
ScrumMaster, the Scrum Team itself, and the Product Owner
(the customer’s representative). Each is covered in greater
detail in Chapter 3.

The ScrumMaster
The ScrumMaster is the point person for the Scrum Team.
They’re responsible for implementing Scrum methods, values,
and practices. The ScrumMaster is the person who keeps the
project on track and moving forward.

The Scrum Team
The Scrum Team consists of the actual task implementers.
A team typically consists of 7 to 12 people, and all members
typically share the same location.

The Product Owner
The Product Owner is the voice of the customer in the Scrum
Team. The Product Owner is typically a product manager or
business analyst in the IT firm, and he knows what the customer wants the product under development to do.

Seeing the Greater Scrum Picture
For most of you, you want to know the nitty-gritty details of
what’s involved in Scrum. This section gives you what’s involved.

Telling it like it is with user stories
The customer tells the Scrum Team what’s needed through
requirements. In Scrum, requirements are called stories.
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A story is a high-level definition of a requirement, containing
just enough information so the developers can produce a
reasonable estimate of the effort to implement it.
For example, a story may be “Clients need to be able to buy a
daily subway pass from an automat.”
During Sprint Planning, the Scrum Team takes the supplied
stories and breaks them down into specific tasks, each of
which is given a time estimate, either in story points (recommended) or in days/hours. These tasks are then kept track of
in the sprint backlog.

All about backlogs
Backlogs are lists of stories and tasks that enable a Scrum
Team to keep track of what needs to be done. The two primary
backlogs are the product backlog and the sprint backlog.
✓ The product backlog represents the larger picture and
lists epics and stories for a product.
✓ A sprint backlog is concerned with the stories and tasks
that are to be undertaken within a sprint. The items in
sprint backlogs come from the product backlog during
sprint planning.
In sprint planning, the sprint backlog is populated with items.
The backlog forms the backbone of the sprint — all the tasks
the sprint is to accomplish are recorded there. An example
sprint backlog appears in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1

A Sprint Backlog

Backlog Item

Estimate

As a customer, I want to be able to insert coins
in the vending machine.

12 points

As a customer, I want to be able to select my
candy bar.

4 points

As a customer, I want to get my money back if
I have not made a selection.

10 points
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Over and over with sprints
A sprint is a development iteration. In Scrum, you execute projects in successive iterations known as sprints. The sprint is
essential to a Scrum Team, because sprints provide the project
focus. In a sprint planning session, items are taken from the product backlog and moved to the sprint backlog, based on the priority set by the Product Owner, and given an estimate. The goal
of the sprint is to accomplish the items in the sprint backlog.
Sprints are intended to be 2-to-4-week work iterations. At the
end of the sprint, a potentially shippable product is delivered
to the Product Owner for review.
For the Product Owner’s part, no changes should be made to
the requirements during a sprint (changes can be introduced
at the next sprint planning session).
Sprints typically start with a planning session during which
the sprint backlog is created from a prioritized product backlog, and end with an end-of-sprint review, as well as delivering
a product to the product owner.

Staying coordinated with
daily stand-ups
A primary feature of Scrum development is Daily Stand-ups,
called the daily scrum. This is a mandatory meeting of the
Scrum Team that takes about 15 minutes at the start of the day.
The main attendees are the ScrumMaster and the Scrum
Team, although the Product Owner may also attend. The
meeting is usually held with all people standing up to emphasize the brevity of the meeting, which gives the meeting
another commonly used name — the Daily Stand-up.
At the meeting, each participant is expected to answer three
questions:
✓ What did you do since the last Scrum?
✓ What will you do until the next Scrum?
✓ Do you have any roadblocks preventing you from doing
your work?
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The first two questions are about progress, and the last
question is about removing any obstacles to progress.

Inside Look at CA Agile Vision:
Introducing CA Agile Vision
So while Agile is the guiding light (see Chapter 1), Scrum is
what brings the discipline that makes it work. And that’s where
CA Agile Vision comes in. CA Agile Vision is a powerful online
solution for implementing Scrum for your organization, putting
the planning and tracking parts in place for you. CA Agile Vision
takes Scrum out of the textbook and lets you put it to work
immediately, planning sprints, tracking progress, and creating
iterations in the real world. CA Agile Vision provides a complete Scrum implementation, bringing Agile home to you.
Coordination can be critical when it comes to distributed
teams, especially those in significantly different geographic
locations. By hosting all planning and scheduling documents
online, everyone has equal access to a single copy of such
documents — the duplication problems that come with multiple locations are avoided. By using an online Scrum system,
such as CA Agile Vision, you automatically coordinate these
resources for Scrum development:
✓ Backlog management tools
✓ Sprint management tools
✓ Sprint reporting tools
✓ Time tracking tools
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Chapter 3

Understanding the
Roles in Scrum
In This Chapter
▶ Getting a commitment
▶ Identifying the key players
▶ Deciding if single or multiple scrum teams work for you
▶ Using CA Agile Vision to create your team

T

he focus of any Scrum project is the Scrum team. It’s the
Scrum team that makes the project happen — the team is
the engine behind what needs to be done.
The conditions for building a Scrum team are rarely ideal,
and that’s where the structure of Scrum development comes
in. The whole structure of Scrum development helps pull
team members together and motivate them. Team members
come to know that they’re not operating in a vacuum; they’re
responsible to the entire team and the customer.
This chapter lets you become familiar with the Scrum team
and its delegates. You explore small teams to large teams and
how to handle the challenges and victories of each.

The Need for Commitment
When it comes to building Scrum teams, the need for commitment is vital. Scrum teams take a lot of commitment on the part
of team members. The team needs to internalize the discipline
and drive needed to see the project through to completion. If
team members can’t commit, the Scrum process is in danger.
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Are you the ham or the chicken?
There are two types of people
involved with Scrum teams: Those
that are committed team members
and those that are merely involved
(called on for occasional expertise).
There’s a joke told by Scrum people
to illustrate the difference between
being committed vs. being involved:
A pig and a chicken were walking down the road one day, and

the chicken said, “Hey, let’s start a
restaurant.”
“Sure,” said the pig. “What shall we
call it?
“How about ‘Ham and Eggs’?”
“Don’t think so,” said the pig. “I’d
be committed, but you’d only be
involved.”

The ability to commit is a direct result of how self-empowered
a team feels.
This, of course, assumes that the team members have something
to commit to. Although commitment can be encouraged by
the ScrumMaster (see “Getting to Know the Key Personnel” for
details), the actual commitments made by each team member
are up to that member. The ability to commit and own the project along with the rest of the team is part of what makes a good
team member (people who need extensive guidance and watch
the clock may not be good candidates for Scrum teams).

Welcome to the Scrum Team
The Scrum team is the engine behind project development.
When a team operates well, its efficiency and drive are unsurpassed. When a team doesn’t operate well, it can present a significant challenge, which can include replacing team members.
When you develop any team, remember that teams should
have several general qualities. These are ideal requirements —
of course any organization has to work with what it has. It’s
one of the ScrumMaster’s responsibilities to teach Scrum
methods to those who aren’t up to speed yet. For more information on the ScrumMaster see “Getting to Know the Key
Personnel” later in this chapter.
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Team attributes include being
✓ Experienced
✓ Motivated
✓ Committed (full-time)
✓ Competent
✓ Proud of their work
✓ Able to work well with others
✓ Responsible
✓ Willing to work in teams
✓ Autonomous
Being autonomous is one of the biggest parts of being on the
team. Part of creating a well-functioning team involves giving
members the autonomy needed for the project. Scrum pushes
the level of decision making downward, and it’s necessary
that team members feel they have the autonomy to become
truly invested in the project.
Autonomy stands in contradiction to the environment that
prevails in many heavy-governance organizations. Autonomy
is often the one thing that developers lack and what prevents
them from fully investing themselves in a project. In some
organizations, programmers must get approval for every
modification to the code, no matter how small, from a manager. This kind of control can often have a stultifying effect on
a team.
A good measure of real autonomy is necessary for a Scrum
team to work. To some extent, team members have to
believe they “own” the project before they can take pride
in it, commit themselves to it fully, and internalize the goals
of the project. If you can’t grant your Scrum team sufficient
autonomy to make the process work, you will face challenges
in transitioning to Scrum. Taking responsibility for a project
means owning it, and that’s the way Scrum teams work.
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Getting to Know the
Key Personnel
Scrum revolves around Scrum teams. Scrum teams make it all
happen; they’re at once the source of energy and commitment
in Scrum. The Scrum team is expected to have daily, face-toface meetings where team members discuss what they’ve
done in the previous day and what they expect to do next.
The Scrum team consists of three components: the
ScrumMaster, the Scrum team itself, and the Product Owner
(the customer’s representative).

The Team Leader: The ScrumMaster
The ScrumMaster is the team leader of the Scrum team. It’s
up to the ScrumMaster to make sure that the team meets the
sprint goals defined by the Product Owner. The ScrumMaster
makes the project go and keeps it on track. Here are some of
the attributes a ScrumMaster needs:
✓ Responsible for implementing Scrum methods, values,
and practices
✓ Responsible for teaching Scrum to the Product Owner
and Team
✓ Acts as leader of the team (aka, Project Manager or
Team Leader)
✓ Facilitates daily Scrum meeting in which team members
report to each other face-to-face
✓ Removes roadblocks and obstacles from the team’s path
✓ Deals with team member problems/issues
✓ Be ultimately responsible for the success of the project
Ideally, experienced teams come together and the chemistry
works to get the project off the ground. But the ScrumMaster
is the team leader, and it’s the ScrumMaster’s job to make
sure all team members are motivated. As you may expect,
working with experienced ScrumMasters is easier than working with first-time ones, just as it’s easier to work with experienced team members than novices.
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In organizations new to Scrum, the ScrumMaster may spend
a significant amount of time teaching Scrum methods, goals,
and values to the team (and the Product Owner).

The customer’s representative:
The Product Owner
In Agile and Scrum, the customer is always present through a
representative called the Product Owner. The Product Owner
is responsible for providing the Scrum team with the requirements for the project.
The Product Owner should be readily available, ideally collocated with the Scrum team. Typically the Product Owner
✓ Is a Product Manager himself and talks in terms of requirements and gathers requirements effectively
✓ Knows all the requirements of the project — shouldn’t
have to refer to third parties continually
✓ Is the voice of the Customer
✓ Knows what the customer wants the Product to do and is
able to supply that information immediately
✓ Always is accessible to the team
✓ Manages Product Backlog
✓ Gathers requirements/stories from customers
✓ Provides acceptance criteria for requirements/stories
✓ Prioritizes the requirements/stories (Backlog Grooming)
✓ Decides what will actually be delivered
✓ Validates the functionality/product delivered in reviews
(End-of-Sprint Reviews)
The Product Owner can be a challenging role, because it
involves being committed to both the Scrum team and the
customer. It’s also a tough role, because it’s the Product
Owner’s responsibility to get the project requirements right;
if those requirements are wrong, and the team goes in the
wrong direction as a consequence, accountability lies with the
Product Owner.
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It’s important that the team can treat the Product Owner as
the final source of project requirements — the go-to person
when there’s a question. Too often, lack of knowledge is a
bottleneck in standard projects, because the customer
representative is unsure of the answer and needs to refer
to someone else, which usually involves phone messages,
conferences, and inevitably, delays.
Although not mandatory, the Product Owner can also attend
the daily Scrums. This can greatly help maintain effective
communication between the customer and the Scrum team.

The team itself
The people who make up the team are the driving force on the
Scrum team. They should be seasoned self-driven professionals
and be able to work well with others but also given sufficient
autonomy to take responsibility for the project and own it.
The team needs to embody all that’s needed to successfully
complete the project. A team’s attributes usually involve the
following:
✓ Typically about 7 to 12 people
✓ Cross-functional to all the necessary tasks to be handled (for example, including programmers, architect,
designers, QA/testers, tech writer, and CM/build
engineer)
✓ Full-time (committed)
✓ Self-organizing and self directed
✓ Autonomous
✓ Motivated
✓ Owns the project
✓ Ideally collocated (while distributed teams are possible,
they can complicate the process considerably)
The team takes items from the product backlog and moves
them to sprint backlogs based on the priority set by the
Product Owner. They estimate how much time each item in
a sprint will take. They track progress in burndown charts.
They get the work done and take ownership for the project.
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Working Together or Apart?
Scrum is intended to be very face-to-face. Team members are
supposed to be in constant communication with each other,
and with the ScrumMaster. Continual work-related conversations are expected to take place in a Scrum team. But that
situation may not always be possible.
Communication is crucial to any Scrum team — both internal
and external communication. For more information on communication within the team, check out Chapter 5.

Collocated teams
Ideally, you want a collocated Scrum team. Face-to-face communication is best when it comes to Scrum. There should be
no barrier to communication between team members and that
means physical as well as professional barriers.
If a developer has a design question, he should be able to get
an immediate answer from a designer, for example, without the
delays introduced by phone tag, unreturned e-mails, and the like.
For this reason, Scrum experts often say that a Scrum team
should inhabit not only the same building, but the same room
inside that building. If someone needs an answer, they should
be free to walk over to someone’s location or cubicle and get
that answer quickly.
Collocation also fosters a team spirit. For example, if you have a
few members who are working late together, maybe they can
pitch in on a pizza together. Taking a break from work and having
nonwork related interaction is important too. The idea is to put
all team members in a face-to-face mix for maximum productivity,
keeping all team members engaged and in communication.

Dealing with a distributed
Scrum team
Sometimes, collocating an entire Scrum team isn’t possible (see
the preceding section on collocating). Although not necessarily
ideal, it’s possible to work with distributed Scrum teams.
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A distributed team occurs when within a large organization, team
members may be anywhere around the world, and although
that represents some challenges to the Scrum process, there are
ways of dealing with such challenges as much as possible.
When you have a distributed team, you face several
significant challenges:
✓ Time zone differences: Developers who are in time
zones 11.5 hours apart (California and Hyderabad, for
example) can’t quickly and easily share thoughts and
information or give instant feedback.
✓ Language and regional differences: Differences in language and regional holidays, transportation, and communication infrastructure also place limits on when and how
meetings can be conducted.
✓ Multiple copies of documents: Scrum development
depends on recording tasks and progress in product and
sprint backlogs, burndown charts, task lists, and so on.
When you maintain multiple locations for a team, multiple copies of those documents can easily become
uncoordinated.
✓ The impossibility of daily stand-up meetings: If developers are located in significantly distributed geographic
locations, the daily Scrum may not be possible.
For more detailed information about how to handle some of
these challenges, flip to Chapter 5.
The backbone of working with a distributed Scrum team is
document coordination. Documents set goals and track
progress for Scrum teams, and making sure everyone has a
current copy of all schedules and charts is vital to working in
a distributed way.

Working With Multiple Scrum
Teams: Scrum of Scrums
It can happen that, on larger projects, one Scrum team isn’t
enough. Say you’re designing a whole software operating system,
for example, with millions of lines of code. Such a project would
take a 7-person Scrum team a long, long time to complete.
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So you create a 100-person Scrum team . . . wait, wait, wait —
that’s contrary to the Scrum philosophy, which insists that
Scrum teams stay small. So the solution?
Larger projects should be divided up between multiple Scrum
teams to get the work done. To keep larger projects going
smoothly, Scrum experts recommend the formation of three
additional scrums, or “scrum of scrums:”
✓ The Project Progress Scrum of Scrums
✓ The Architecture Scrum of Scrums
✓ The Product Owner Scrum of Scrums
Each of these is a “scrum of scrums” in that they can be composed of team members from each of the Scrum teams working on the project. Each Scrum of Scrums serves a different
purpose.

Introducing the Project Progress
Scrum of Scrums
The primary Scrum of Scrums typically focus on project
progress and dependencies across Scrum teams. This group
makes sure that scrum teams are selecting the high priority stories for sprints and breaking them down effectively.
It keeps the overall project on track — and that’s especially
important in larger projects.
This Scrum of Scrums is typically comprised of the
ScrumMasters, Development and QA leads, and the Product
Owners who have overall release responsibility. The Project
Progress Scrum of Scrums is responsible for the following:
✓ Monitoring the progress of each Scrum team and the
overall release
✓ Monitoring the velocity for each Scrum team and the
overall project
✓ Identifying and working any blocking issues that are
beyond the scope of an individual Scrum team
The Project Progress Scrum of Scrums is in charge of just
that — overall project progress. They’re supposed to find
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blockages and fix them across Scrum teams before they
become problems. This Scrum of Scrums can also serve as a
“steering committee” for the entire project, keeping the
project on track.
Ideally, Project Progress Scrum of Scrums meet daily for 15
minutes with a representative from each Scrum team.

Introducing the Architecture
Scrum of Scrums
The Architecture Scrum of Scrums has to do with maintaining
the standards of a common architecture across the project.
This Scrum is typically comprised of technical leaders and
lead architects from the overall project. The Architecture
Scrum of Scrums’ responsibilities include
✓ Decisions across Scrum teams that affect the overall
direction of the architecture of the overall product
✓ Setting common strategies or standards by which all the
Scrum teams operate
✓ Identifying areas in which to avoid duplicate efforts by
Scrum teams
✓ Being a focus for general, cross-team communication
Architecture Scrums include these best practices:
✓ For a project with a Sprint duration of 2 to 4 weeks, meet
weekly for one hour.
✓ Publish a meeting agenda 2 days before the meeting with
the topics to be covered at that meeting.
✓ Collect issues and assign to smaller working teams.
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Introducing the Product
Owner Scrum
The Product Owner Scrum of Scrums (also called a Requirements Scrum) is a Scrum intended to keep the overall requirements for the project coordinated between Scrum teams.
This Scrum is typically comprised of the Product Owners
from each of the Scrum teams in the project. Its responsibilities include
✓ Communicating stories that need to be added to the
Product or Release backlog of various Scrum teams
✓ Explaining changes to the Product backlog as Scrum
teams have been operating to the members of those
Scrum teams
✓ Identifying overlapping dependencies of stories between
Scrum teams and working to alleviate that overlap
✓ Moving stories from one Scrum team’s Product backlog
to another team’s Product backlog as needed
The Product Owner Scrum of Scrums is all about making sure
that the requirements the various Scrum teams are working
on stay coordinated and mirror what the customer wants.
Ideally, the Product Owner Scrum of Scrums should meet for 2
to 4 hours the week before the Sprint planning sessions for
all the Scrum teams with the goal that each team’s Backlog is
prioritized and ready for planning, while avoiding needless
overlap.

Inside Look at CA Agile Vision:
Creating a Team
Creating new Scrum teams and adding new members is easy
in CA Agile Vision. With collocated or distributed teams, CA
Agile Vision makes it simple to coordinate and communicate
between team members.
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To create a new scrum team, follow these steps:
1. Click the Navigator menu and select Teams from the
Resource Management menu.
The Teams page appears.
2. Click New Team.
The New Scrum Team page appears.
3. Complete the following fields:
• Scrum Team Name
• Active (specifies whether the team is active)
• Expected Velocity (defines the estimated total
story points that a scrum team believes they can
realistically complete during a sprint)
• Story Point Scale (defines the story point scale
your team uses. Enter a comma-separated list of
numbers; the default is a Fibonacci sequence 1
through 21).
• Project (the unique name of the project)
• Scrum meeting time and location (specifies the
time and location for daily scrum meetings)
• Hours per day (defines the base number of hours
per day that all team members spend actively
working for the team)
• Scrum team domain (specifies the URL for
the team)
4. Click Save.
The Sprint Assignment page appears.
5. Click Skip This Step, which lets you assign the team
to sprints later.
The Scrum Team Detail page appears. From this page
you can add members to the team.
6. Move to the Scrum Team Members section and click
New Scrum Team Member.
The Scrum Team Member Edit page appears.
7. Edit the following fields:
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• Member Name
• Role (specifies the member’s role on the team)
Possible values include Member, ScrumMaster,
and Product Owner.
• Start Date (specifies the date that the member
starts on the team)
• Team Member Notes (specifies additional relevant information about the team member)
• Scrum Team (specifies the name of the scrum
team to which the member is being added)
The default is the current scrum team.

• Active (specifies whether the team member is an
active part of the team)
• Allocation (%) (specifies the percentage of time
the member is allocated to this team or project)
• End Date (specifies the date when team participation for the member ends)
8. To add the person to the team, click Save.
Repeat the process of additional team members.
Check out Figure 3-1 for a successfully created team in CA
Agile Vision. After setting up team members, editing or deleting them is easy — just click the matching link next to a name.

Figure 3-1: A successfully created team.
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Chapter 4

Meeting Your Sprint
Planning Goals
In This Chapter
▶ Discovering the ins and outs of Sprint Planning
▶ Dividing Sprint Planning into segments
▶ Reviewing the overall process
▶ Using CA Agile Vision in real examples

S

print Planning is crucially important to Scrum. Scrum
attacks a project in a series of iterations called sprints,
and it’s during the sprints that the work gets done. That’s
why it’s important to make sure that a sprint is planned
correctly — that’s where you set your sprint goals and select
your stories. At the end of the sprint, the team is supposed
to have a potentially deliverable product to present to the
customer.
That’s how projects get done in Scrum — you start Sprint
Planning by peeling tasks from the Product backlog and move
them to a Sprint backlog — then the team performs those
tasks, followed by demonstrating the deliverables to the
Customer and Product Owner during the End-of-Sprint Review
and then this cycle starts again from sprint to sprint. In this
iterative way, the product evolves.
This chapter is all about planning a sprint.
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Setting Your Sights:
Sprint Planning
Sprints are where the work gets done in Scrum development,
and before you start a sprint, you spend a day planning that
sprint. That’s a rule in Scrum — each sprint starts with a
Sprint Planning session.
The idea behind Sprint Planning is to determine exactly
which stories the team will work on during that sprint. Sprint
Planning accomplishes these things:
✓ It makes sure you know what you’re focusing on in a
sprint.
✓ Combined with the End-of-Sprint Review, Sprint Planning
ensures that what the team delivers is more closely
aligned with what the customer needs and wants.
✓ It allows timely decision making. Combining Sprint
Planning with effective story writing practices means that
the product can be delivered sooner in a project.
Without Sprint Planning, you run the risk of
✓ A significant reduction in the attention to the priority of
the work, which can result in lower-priority work getting
done in place of higher-priority work
✓ A reduction in the team understanding of the work and
limiting the amount of clarification that can regularly
occur
✓ An increase in the amount of clarification during the
sprint reducing team velocity and delivery of real
commitments
✓ A lack of understanding the team burndown velocity and
estimation data
Sprint Planning is a great setting for communication between
all people concerned with a project, from the Product Owner
to the team members. Participants in this communication
should follow a few rules:
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✓ The Product Owner shouldn’t force the team into
committing to more story points than they feel comfortable
with committing to. After a number of sprints, the team’s
velocity becomes clear.
✓ After the team commits to the sprint, the sprint doesn’t
change: No change in the makeup of the team and no
change in the sprint requirements. Of course, clarifications
can be provided.
✓ The team can take a task and break it into two or more
tasks. The team may find that a given task isn’t needed
and can cancel this task. For each task added, edited, or
deleted, the team discusses the reasons for the change
during Sprint Review, especially if they aren’t able to
complete the sprint goal.
Sprint Planning may seem like it has many rules, so in the next
section, we break the planning down to help delineate the
process.

Planning in Two Different
Segments
Sprint Planning takes place on the first day of a sprint — you
plan before you start the sprint work. Each Sprint Planning
session lasts typically a full work day, or eight hours.
Each Sprint Planning session consists of two segments. Each
segment is designed to last about half the day, roughly, or
about four hours. (That leaves time for a convenient lunch
break between the two segments.)
Although Scrum guidelines say that Sprint Planning typically
takes eight hours and is broken down into two four-hour
segments, those times can vary. Many factors affect the actual
times spent in planning a sprint:
✓ The complexity and depth of work to be undertaken in
the sprint
✓ How well established the team is (and have worked
together)
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✓ The length of the sprint
✓ The size of the team
✓ How well prepared the stories in the backlog are

Segment #1: Moving items
from the product backlog
The first segment of Sprint Planning is focused on selecting
the high-priority backlog items from the Product backlog and
moving them to the Sprint backlog and defining the Sprint
goal(s). Limiting this segment of the Sprint Planning to four hours
makes sure that these two purposes are pursued efficiently.

Who’s coming to the meeting?
Who attends the first segment of
Sprint Planning? The Product Owner,
the ScrumMaster, the Scrum team,
and involved others:
✓ The Product Owner: It’s essential that the Product Owner be
present for the first segment of
a Sprint Planning session. The
Product Owner is responsible for
setting the sprint goal, with suggestions from the team. And the
Product Owner is also responsible for presenting those items
that are the highest priority in the
Product backlog to the team.
✓ The ScrumMaster: Keeps the
planning session on track and
on schedule. The ScrumMaster
facilitates the meeting between
the Product Owner and the
Scrum team, ensuring that
anyone unfamiliar with Scrum
practices is brought up to speed.

✓ The Scrum Team: The team
reviews the Product backlog
items as prioritized by the Product
Owner and asks questions about
items that are unclear. Ultimately,
the team is meant to estimate the
time needed for each story and
commit to the Sprint backlog, so
they have to know what they’re
doing. They must analyze each
story and break it down into tasks
that can be performed. The entire
team has to commit to the work
for this iteration, so although
the Product Owner presents the
items from the Product backlog,
it’s up to the team to appropriately
estimate and commit to them.
✓ Others: Others can attend a
Sprint Planning session if they
have information to contribute.
They can act in an advisory
capacity only and can’t assign
work or direction.
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Identifying high-priority Product backlog items
The first segment of a Sprint Planning session kicks off with
the Product Owner taking center stage. The Product Owner
must prepare and prioritize the stories in the Product backlog
before the Sprint Planning session starts.
The Product Owner presents the high-priority Product
backlog items to the team in story format (these stories may
be broken down into tasks in the Product backlog, and usually
will be broken down into tasks in the Sprint backlog). This
fosters open communication both ways between the Product
Owner and the Scrum team.
Typically, the Product Owner is expected to prepare and
prioritize about 50 percent more stories than the Sprint
Planning session is expected to use.
Each story should be accompanied by a set of acceptance
criteria (the Product Owner should make clear what constitutes
successful completion of each story as the story is presented
to the team). The time estimated to implement each story
hasn’t entered the picture yet except in a rough way — refining
those estimates is the responsibility of the Scrum team in
segment two of a Sprint Planning session (see the section
“Segment #2: Estimating backlog items”).
The first segment is all about face-to-face communication
between the Product Owner and the Scrum team, with the
ScrumMaster acting as facilitator. This opportunity is the
chance for the team to get to know what’s expected by the
Product Owner in this sprint.
It’s important that each side understand the other here —
especially the expectations for fulfilling each story in the
sprint. The team is expected to ask many questions and offer
suggestions if appropriate.
So, for example, the Product Owner may present the story,
“As a customer, I want to insert my card into the ATM.” The
acceptance criteria may specify that the card be read within
a certain number of seconds, verified in a certain number of
seconds (and may specify what to do if the customer can’t
verify the card), and the card is pushed back out to the
customer in another number of seconds.
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Defining the goals of the sprint
As much as possible, everything about the sprint must be laid
out during the Sprint Planning session, including the goals of
the sprint itself. Understanding the Sprint goal is crucial for
the team if it wants to create what the Product Owner wants.
Adhering to the goal of the sprint at all times is important for
the team.
There may be more than one goal for a sprint, but the Product
Owner is expected to limit the number of goals for any sprint
to three — any more than that and the sprint may become
unfocussed.
The goal of the sprint is reviewed at the End-of-Sprint Review
to make sure that it has been met. So for example, the goal for
a sprint may be, “Complete the card-verification process by
using the customer’s PIN with the ATM.”
The testers on the team are expected to pay especially close
attention to the goal of the sprint to make sure the iteration
meets that goal and then can be adequately tested.

Segment #2: Estimating
backlog items
The second segment of Sprint Planning is all about honing the
Sprint Backlog and understanding the backlog items in more
detail. This segment has three main purposes:
✓ Team hones the Stories to be delivered
✓ Team estimates the work
✓ Team commits to the work and the sprint

Bringing it all into focus: Team refines
the stories to be delivered
At this point, the team takes under consideration all the
Sprint goals and the stories that are to be transferred to the
Sprint backlog from the Product backlog. A big issue here is
whether the overall goals of the sprint can be met during the
time allotted for the sprint.
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Do I have to go to this meeting?
Who attends the second segment of
a Sprint Planning session? Check out
this list to see if you’re on it:
✓ Scrum Team: The team refines
the backlog items as it creates
the Sprint backlog, and breaks
each story into tasks. It also must
estimate the work. The team also
commits to the work in this segment. It seeks information from
the Product Owner and other
sources in this segment, but all
direction is up to the team and
the ScrumMaster at this point.

✓ ScrumMaster: The ScrumMaster
makes sure that the process
goes smoothly — that the Sprint
backlog is created, that the team
commits to the sprint, and so on.
The ScrumMaster can also act
as liaison to others if the team
needs more information.
✓ Product Owner: Attendance by
the Product Owner is important
and based on the team’s need
for clarification.

The team looks through the prioritized backlog items, making
sure they understand each story. Members usually break down
each story into tasks within the Sprint backlog.
Each acceptance criteria for a story or a task is also transferred
to the Sprint backlog. If the team feels it needs further
clarification on any acceptance criteria, it may confer with
the Product Owner. Acceptance criteria may also change as a
story is broken down into tasks.
At the completion of this stage, the Sprint backlog has begun
to come into focus, and the stories and tasks in that backlog are
in place. Stories may be transferred whole from the Product
backlog to the Sprint backlog if they’re clear enough and small
enough in scope — otherwise, they will be broken up into
tasks.

Get out your timesheets: Team estimates the work
The Sprint backlog has been taking shape, and the team must
know if it’s realistic to complete the work in the time assigned
to the sprint.
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Estimating the time of the work is a tricky process, but a
necessary one. Scrum practices depend on being efficient
with times, and the closer the team can come to estimating
the time all the tasks in a sprint will take, the better. Seasoned
teams will be better at this than novice teams.
A preferred approach of time estimation is to use Story Points
in Scrum teams. A Story Point is a unit of time-work that can be
assigned to each task — typically, a Story Point is one day of
work for one person but this is adaptable. Most organizations
actually use relative sizing to decide story points.
In a process called Planning Poker, the team members estimate
the Story Point for each story or task. That assigns a specific
amount of work and time per task.
Before this stage of the planning session, team members
should consider:
✓ How many Story Points did they deliver last sprint? This
helps set a baseline of how much work can be done in
this sprint.
✓ Are there any holidays planned for the coming sprint?
This adjusts the total points a team can complete in a
sprint.
✓ Are there any big milestones/events taking place that
may affect the process? This may impact the amount of
work that can be delivered.
The team then considers a sprint velocity target. The sprint
velocity is the time it will take to complete the sprint, and
gives an indication of the team’s development capacity.
It’s very helpful here to look at a team’s historical sprint
velocity in trying to plan the current sprint’s velocity. The
team should not try to be too ambitious by setting its
predicted velocity too high, which invites disappointment on
the part of the Product Owner (and the team).
Each task is estimated for time, typically in Story Points, until
the potential Sprint Velocity is reached. Usually, the team will
start with the highest-priority stories and tasks first, estimating
the time they will take, and then continue with the lowerpriority stories and tasks.
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Some teams have each member responsible for a story or task
estimate how many Story Points (or hours) that story or task
will take, and then compare their independent estimates. If
the estimates don’t agree sufficiently, discussion is needed.

Let’s do it: Team commits to the work and the sprint
This phase is the final step of the second segment of Sprint
Planning. After the stories have been added to the Sprint
backlog and the team has determined what fits into the sprint
according to the velocity estimate, it’s time for the team to
commit to the tasks.
Committing to the work is done on a member-by-member
basis. This part of the second segment is facilitated by the
ScrumMaster, who reviews each task, presenting it to the
team.
When tasks are presented, team members volunteer to
commit to the tasks. If more than one team member commits
to a particular task, the ScrumMaster should facilitate
discussion (and the task may end up being shared).
The ScrumMaster typically starts with the highest-priority
stories or tasks, asking the team members to commit to
each in turn, proceeding with the lower-priority items as the
higher-priority items are taken.
In this way, tasks aren’t simply assigned to team members —
the team members have to step forward to accept a task.
This commitment process, as far as it can go, is important
to Scrum. Team members should feel that they have made a
choice to “own” a particular task, accepting the responsibility
for it.
The commitment process aids in team autonomy, in making
sure the team can take responsibility for the sprint’s tasks.
Autonomy is important to the Scrum team, and letting members
choose what tasks to commit to assists in the process.
Some low-priority tasks may remain uncommitted-to near the
end of this stage, and it’s up to the ScrumMaster to get them
committed to without simply assigning them to team members.
If there are issues here, the team should discuss them; no
team member should feel openly coerced to take more work
than they think they can manage during the sprint.
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The second segment of the Sprint Planning session ends
when all stories and tasks in the Sprint backlog have been
committed to.
To have additional accountability, each day consists of a
stand-up meeting, or Scrum, in which team members relate
what they’ve done, what they will do, and what obstacles they
face. The Daily Scrum serves to keep the team coordinated
and on track. More discussion on Daily Scrums can be found
in Chapter 5.
The team also keeps track of its progress by plotting completed
story points on burndown charts. These charts are designed
to display how the team is doing on reaching their goals. Any
deviation from expected velocity, as shown on the burndown
charts, must be addressed by the ScrumMaster.
At the end of a Sprint Planning session, a team should be able
to check off all the items in the checklist in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1

A Sprint Planning Checklist

Checklist Items

Complete? Y/N

Clear sprint goal(s)
Backlog items (aka, stories) in a Sprint
Backlog
Acceptance criteria for each Story/task
Estimated Stories/Tasks
Commitment by the team members to the
Stories/Tasks

All Things Considered: The
End-of-Sprint Review
When the Sprint is complete, there’s an End-of-Sprint Review
meeting that takes places. The ScrumMaster, the Scrum team,
and the Product Owner all attend. The Product Owner also
lines up several customers who can attend.
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The process proceeds as follows:
1. The goal of the sprint is reviewed at the End-ofSprint meeting to see if the sprint has been met.
Each story and/or task is enumerated, along with
its acceptance criteria, to see if those criteria have
been met.
2. The results of the Sprint are presented to the
Product Owner (and available customers).
Ideally, this is a potentially shippable deliverable of
the desired product. The Product Owner determines if
the results from the End-of-Sprint Review are acceptable.
3. If everything is acceptable, the Sprint velocity is
calculated as a guideline for future sprints.

Inside Look at CA Agile Vision
Sprint Planning with CA Agile Vision is truly simple. This
section gives you the inside look at CA Agile Vision and how
to drag a story from the backlog to the sprint and how to
track Sprint progress.

How to move stories to
the Sprint backlog
You can create Sprint backlogs from the Product backlog
easily. Just follow these steps:
1. In the Backlog page, display the backlog for the
project you want to work with.
2. Click the Show Sprints link to display the Sprint
backlog, and filter the view to display the backlog
for the sprint you want to work with.
3. Select the release, sprint, and team you’re planning for.
4. Click and drag a user story from the project backlog
and drop it in the sprint backlog.
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The user story is added to the sprint backlog and
assigned to the selected team. The team’s velocity
reflects the assignment of the new story to the team.
You can see an example of the Sprint backlog creation in CA
Agile Vision in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: A Sprint backlog creation with CA Agile Vision.

Tracking Sprint progress
CA Agile Vision gives you many ways to track Sprint progress
and to share that information among all members of the team.
Team members, product owners, and management can monitor
sprint tasks and track team member progress by doing the
following:
✓ Viewing Sprint progress charts and reports in the CA
Agile Vision Dashboard page and User Stories & Charts in
the Sprint Detail page
✓ Viewing and updating comments and notes in the Sprint
Information and User Story Detail pages.
✓ Monitoring progress on the project Virtual Wall (see
Chapter 5)
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Stories and Charts on the Sprint Detail Page display charts to
provide a comprehensive report of sprint progress. The view
can be filtered by project, sprint, and team.
For example, a Sprint burndown chart compares the actual
hours the team(s) burned on user stories against the
expected burndown for the sprint.
The x axis shows the days in the sprint. All days, including
weekends, are considered valid workdays. The y axis shows
the task hours in the sprint. Actual hours remaining displays
as a green line. The expected burndown, or guideline, displays
in red. Each point on the lines is a data point representing a
day in the sprint; you can see an example in Figure 4-2.

70
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Figure 4-2: A Sprint burndown chart in CA Agile Vision.
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Chapter 5

Keeping Everyone
Connected
In This Chapter
▶ Checking the best practice of the daily Scrum
▶ Communication with distributed teams
▶ Handling large projects
▶ Using the virtual wall in CA Agile Vision

C

ommunication is at the heart of the Scrum development
process. Scrum practices are about meetings — the
daily Scrum meeting, how to handle meetings with distributed
teams, and Scrum of Scrums for larger projects in detail (for
more info on Scrum of Scrums, see Chapter 3). This chapter
aids in keeping everyone in touch.
Toward the end of this chapter, we show you some tools
that CA Agile Vision provides to keep everyone in touch —
in particular, the virtual wall and reports.

Communicating As a Team
Communication is crucial to any Scrum team. Team members
should be in constant communication with each other, and
with the ScrumMaster. Continual work-related conversations
should take place in a Scrum team.
Both internal and external communication take place in a
Scrum team. This section shows you the vitality of both.
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Internal communication
Internal communication between team members is a central
part of the Scrum process. Free-and-easy communication
must exist within the team, because often times the team
is composed of cross-discipline members who aren’t used
to communicating. It’s the ScrumMaster’s job to make sure
that team members get along and communicate well, but the
ScrumMaster can only do so much — communication is really
up to the team members. Ultimately, team members who
don’t communicate well may need to be replaced.
The structure of the Scrum process facilitates communication. The daily Scrum is a stand-up meeting, with all attendees literally standing up to emphasize the brief nature of the
meeting (around 15 minutes) and is all about communication.
Each team member is meant to report on what they’ve done in
the previous day, what they’ll be working on today, and what
roadblocks they face.
The job of the ScrumMaster here is to make sure that team
members engage fully in the meeting, avoiding brief, two-orthree word answers to those questions. Ideally, each team
member must understand that their answers must be complete, as though they were targeted to someone who needs
to know, but may not be up-to-speed on their particular specialty, such as the Product Owner.
The ScrumMaster is also supposed to note the roadblocks
mentioned by each team member and work to remove those
roadblocks; some commentators on Scrum say that’s the
most important of all the ScrumMaster’s jobs, and if the team
is functioning well together, it very well might be.

External communication
External communication means communication between the
team and the customer, which happens through the Product
Owner. As the customer’s representative, the Product Owner
has to know all that’s required to complete the project and
be accessible at all times — perhaps even collocated with the
Scrum team.
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Additional external communication takes place between the
Scrum team and the larger organization that team is part
of. This communication concerns itself largely with project
resources and boundaries — access to needed resources,
such as database servers; boundaries include budget concerns and time constraints.
This type of external communication almost invariably takes
place, when needed, through the ScrumMaster. In other
words, the ScrumMaster is usually the liaison between the
Scrum team and the larger organization that the team is part
of. As much as possible, the team must be allowed to do its
work without being bothered by extraneous details.

The Daily Scrum: Best Practices
The daily Scrum, or daily stand-up meeting, is the centerpiece
of Scrum development. This meeting is all about communication. All attendees are requested to stand up if possible
to emphasize that the meeting should be brief. Keeping the
meetings brief does two things:
✓ Maintains a fresh, focused meeting that doesn’t drag on
✓ Frees team members from unduly delays when their time
could be better spent working
Keeping the daily Scrum fresh is particularly important —
you’ve probably been to meetings that droned on forever,
wasting time and emphasizing to everyone that the meeting
was being held mostly for form’s sake, not the sake of function. The daily Scrum is intended to be highly functional —
the name is well taken from rugby, where the team gathers
briefly before launching into action. Another important aspect
is that all team members are to be on time, to ensure no one
is wasting other people’s time.
The whole point of the daily Scrum is communication — it
lets each team member know where everyone is in their work,
what they’re intending to do next, and what obstacles they
face. It keeps at least a minimum amount of face-to-face interaction going for the team, whose members otherwise may
simply disappear into cubicles.
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The benefits of the daily scrum include
✓ Promoting commitment
✓ Communicating progress to the team
✓ Identifying obstacles so the team can remove them
✓ Maintaining focus
✓ Promoting teamwork
All Scrum projects are expected to hold daily Scrums — it’s
where the very name of the methodology comes from.

How the daily scrum
actually works
Daily scrums are daily meetings that take place during a sprint,
from the second day on to the conclusion of the sprint (the
first day of a Sprint is used for Sprint planning). Daily Scrums
are quick, focused, and very collaborative. They’re facilitated
by the ScrumMaster, but each team member must participate
and speak. Each team member and the ScrumMaster (as well
as the Product Owner if applicable) has the responsibility to
attend every daily Scrum and to be on time.
Attendance by each team member and the ScrumMaster is
particularly important, because the daily Scrum also serves as
a way of identifying problems. A particular challenge faced by
one team member may be the specialty of another, and this
issue can initiate the right connection between team members
to then talk offline after the daily standup. The daily Scrum
also keeps every team member informed as to what every
other team member is doing and what obstacles they face.
Daily Scrums are limited to 15 minutes, although they can
be as short as 5 minutes if everything is running smoothly.
If discussions threaten to last more than a few minutes, they
should be postponed until the Scrum is over so just those
interested parties can continue the discussion in a separate
meeting. Sticking to the short time frame of these meetings is
important to the Scrum process to keep these meetings fresh.
The daily Scrum seeks to accomplish many goals:
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✓ Promotes commitment: During the daily Scrum, team
members commit to what they’re doing each day. Making
daily commitments to each other as a team is one of the
most important goals of daily Scrums.
✓ Communicates progress: It’s important to realize that
the team members should feel responsible to the team.
The daily Scrum promotes that responsibility — instead
of reporting progress to a manager, each team member
reports to the team.
✓ Identifies obstacles: When obstacles arise, it often makes
sense that the team member facing the problem shouldn’t
have to struggle alone. If other team members can offer
advice or a solution, progress isn’t delayed. This kind of
collaboration is what Scrum practice is all about.
✓ Maintains focus: During the daily Scrum, the
ScrumMaster calls attention to the Sprint backlog. The
Scrum is used to continually remind the team what that
direction is so the team can focus on those tasks.
✓ Promotes teamwork: Effective teams are built by regularly
communicating between, working with, and helping each
other. The more contact the team members have, the
more they can come to rely on each other.
So we’ve told you about the meetings and how important they
are, but you may be wondering, “What goes on in those meetings?” Funny you should ask. Here are the down and dirty
details of the daily Scrum:
✓ The ScrumMaster sends out a recurring meeting notice
for the same time and place each day.
✓ The Team members show up on time.
✓ Each team member answers the following questions:
• What did I accomplish yesterday?
• What will I do today?
• What obstacles are impeding my progress?
✓ The ScrumMaster notes progress and updates the sprint
burndown charts. Any obstacles are added to the list to
ensure they’re mitigated.
✓ Any longer items can be followed-up with those team
members interested in discussing them.
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During the daily Scrum, the team members may look at the
Sprint backlog, the burndown charts, the virtual wall, and the
obstacle list to gain insight into progress.

Playing by the rules
When you were younger, you may have learned that life is dictated by a bunch of rules. Well, working in a highly successful business as an adult is no different. The rules of the daily
Scrum include the following:
✓ The daily Scrum should be held at the same time each
day to provide a sense of stability and ownership.
Interested parties should be able to observe a daily
Scrum to avoid having to schedule other meetings.
✓ Team members aren’t allowed to force a delay or change
the location of the daily Scrum.
In general, no one person should be able to change the
schedule or location. This should be a team discussion
during Sprint Planning or the retrospective.
✓ The schedule may be modified only if the whole
team agrees.
✓ Everyone should attend. The daily Scrum is for the team’s
benefit, and all Scrum members are required to attend.
✓ The meeting isn’t postponed if someone is late (Scrum
methodology is very clear on not “rewarding” latecomers).
✓ Each team member is expected to speak to the whole
team. During the meeting, team members take turns
speaking, sometimes passing along a token to indicate
the current person intended to speak.
✓ If a team member can’t attend a Scrum, he should provide his information to a proxy (such as another Scrum
team member).
✓ Being committed. All those speaking in the daily Scrum
must be Scrum team members assigned to that project and that Sprint (sometimes known as “pigs” from
the story illustrating commitment in Chapter 3) or the
Product Owner. Others may attend but aren’t allowed to
speak (these people are known as “chickens”).
✓ Keeping it brief. The goal of a daily stand-up is to be
brief. Make sure it achieves that goal.
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Tying up the loose ends
So much occurs in the daily Scrum meeting that we could
write a whole book just on the meeting. Do you have some
lingering questions? We hope to answer some of those in this
section by giving you some final points to remember.

What happens if the team falls behind?
If the team notices that it’s falling behind, as shown by
the burndown charts, it should bring this fact to the
ScrumMaster’s attention rather than simply hoping it will
catch up without any corrective action.
Some amount of overtime may correct the issue, but prolonged and extreme overtime isn’t recommended — at least in
part because it would disturb the true measure of the team’s
velocity (and future projects may expect the same accelerated
velocity). The progress and velocity issues can be discussed
in the retrospective and adjusted in the next Sprint Planning
session for the next sprint.
If some amount of overtime isn’t enough to correct the problem, the ScrumMaster should investigate the possibilities of
adding temporary team members. The additional temporary
team members should be as allied with the project as possible,
and the project goals should fall within their areas of expertise.

What if the team identifies an additional task?
You’re team may identify additional necessary tasks that
didn’t come up in Sprint planning. If you have this question
in your head, the answer depends on whether the new task
delays the project or impacts the sprint. If the new task won’t
introduce a significant delay, a team member should commit
to it and execute the task.
If the new task introduces a delay in project completion or
impacts the sprint, it must be entered into the Sprint backlog by
the ScrumMaster and treated like any other task. Confirmation of
the new task may be requested of the Product Owner.
The daily Scrum isn’t considered a problem-solving session.
The daily Scrum is a communication session — if there are
issues that need more attention, interested parties should
meet outside the daily Scrum.
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Keeping Distributed Teams
in Touch
Classically, a Scrum team is collocated in the same spot. They
share the same physical working environment, including the
same charts and boards listing Sprint backlog tasks. Such
items can be placed in a shared team space and everyone has
equal access to them.
Achieving that unity is much more difficult with a distributed
team. In this case, you don’t have a shared physical team
space — no collocation, no physical charts, and no boards
that list Sprint tasks. Instead, you’d set up an online collaboration space and use Agile planning tools like CA Agile Vision to
share information and documents.
In particular, distributed Scrum teams face two significant
challenges:
✓ Lack of efficient meetings: With some or most of the
team elsewhere, holding efficient, coordinated meetings
is a challenge.
✓ Duplication of documents: If each team site has its own
copies of the project documents, such as burndown
charts, backlogs, and so on, there’s obviously a large
risk that those documents will become uncoordinated
quickly.
This section takes a closer look at solving these two problems.

Creating efficient distributed
meetings
If one half of your daily Scrum takes place in San Diego,
California, and the other half in Mumbai, India, you’re going to
have some communication problems to face.
Simply dividing the daily Scrum into two independent meetings
is the least attractive option. That effectively cuts communication between the team in half, which is obviously undesirable.
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Fortunately, there are a wealth of web tools that can help, as
well as some other points:

✓ Use short, focused meetings. Short meetings stay on
track better than longer meetings. Meetings can be run to
include only critical information. Supporting documentation for the meeting should be made available to all team
members at least 24 hours prior to the meeting.
✓ Use Web conferencing tools. Tools such as Microsoft’s
LiveMeeting are great to maintain a presence for far-flung
team members. Distributed teams can approach the
experience of collocated daily Scrums with the right mix
of Web-based conferencing software.
✓ Minimize time and regional differences. Do the best you
can to select meeting times that work the best for everyone. Teams should avoid scheduling meetings based on
a single location and be aware of region differences in
schedules, such as local holidays.
✓ Document everything: Web-based tools, such as CA
Agile Vision, should be used for supporting information
and details.

Coordinating documents virtually
Much of Scrum development depends on sharing documents —
the Product backlog, the Sprint backlog, burndown charts,
release planning backlogs — with the team.
Sharing such documents becomes much harder when there
are multiple copies of documents. A burndown chart in
Chicago, Illinois, runs the risk of getting out of sync with a
similar burndown chart in Beijing, China. If they’re two separate charts that are supposed to represent the same progress,
then they’ll slowly get out of sync with each other with (probably) neither being the truth. At that point, you have to reconcile at sprint end.
The solution involves hosting shared documents, charts, and
schedules on the Web. These solutions include the following
features:
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✓ Backlog management: If all backlog item descriptions,
priorities, acceptance criteria, and statuses are maintained in one place, there’s less chance of miscommunication about the scope and scale of work to be done.
✓ Sprint management: This tool uses a common task board
so each team member is aware of what every other team
member is working on.
✓ Sprint reporting: Burndown charts and other sprint
reporting metrics can provide the entire team with a
quick view into the progress of the team and of individual team members.
✓ Time tracking: To make the metrics in the charts and
reports meaningful, team members need to track their time.
✓ Virtual walls for team communication: Team members
can post on the walls at any time, and when the wall is
shared immediately throughout the world, that communication keeps the team coordinated.
All this immediate communication between members of distributed Scrum teams can be achieved instantly with a Webbased tool like CA Agile Vision. CA Agile Vision gives you the
tools to host all the shared documents a Scrum team requires
online to keep everyone in the loop.

Inside Look at CA Agile Vision:
Adding Tasks to a Virtual Wall
When teams first start with Scrum, they use note cards to capture the user stories and tasks. They then put them on a wall and
manage them there. With CA Agile Vision, the task wall becomes
virtual and available to teams everywhere — and the cards can’t
get accidentally brushed off the wall by the cleaning staff.
CA Agile Vision specializes in keeping team members and
others in touch. The virtual wall acts as a central focus for
keeping people connected on how the sprint is going. The virtual wall enables team members to manage tasks graphically.
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The Virtual Wall follows a metaphor that many teams working
manually will follow. These teams create user stories and/or
tasks on note cards and track their priority and progress by
attaching them to a wall divided by status.
Team members can view all user stories and tasks committed
for the sprint and can edit tasks and update their status right
in the page. In this way, everyone on the team — and other
interested parties, such as the Product Owner — can see how
the sprint is going at a glance.
You can quickly add tasks to the Virtual Wall in CA Agile
Vision; just follow these steps:
1. Click the Navigation menu and select Sprint Detail
from the Planning menu.
2. Display the details for the sprint that the user story
is a part of, and go to Virtual Wall.
3. Click New Task for the user story you want to add
a task.
A new task window is added to the user story.
4. Double-click the task window below the name.
The task window redisplays with fields that you can edit.
5. Complete the fields, which include the following:
• Clear the top field and enter a task title.
• Enter the name of the team member who will be
assigned to the task in the second field.
• Enter the number of hours estimated to complete the task in the third field.
• If the task is already started, enter the number of
hours worked.
• If the task is already started, click the right arrow
button to change the task status from Planned to
In Progress.
6. Click the check button to save your settings.
You can see example tasks on the virtual wall in
Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Tasks on the virtual wall in CA Agile Vision.
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Chapter 6

Ten Ways to Decide If Agile
Is Right for You
In This Chapter
▶ Fitting Agile into your work environment
▶ Discovering how your team can use Agile
▶ Knowing if you meet all the requirements

A

gile techniques aren’t right for every organization. The
questions in this chapter should help you to decide if
Agile fits in with your project development or not.

Is Your Team Collocated?
Agile and Scrum techniques thrive when the team is located
in the same place — distributed teams can introduce problems because not being collocated requires the team to work
harder at communicating and collaborating. But if you can get
your team together in one place or utilize an online solution
to manage the Agile artifacts, that’s a point in favor of Agile
development.

Can You Tolerate an
Empowered Team?
Agile teams must be as autonomous as possible for the Agile
methodology to work. Individuals internalize their own discipline. If you can live without the need for heavy external management, that’s in Agile’s favor.
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In organizations with a strong management style, solutions like
CA Clarity PPM coupled with CA Agile Vision can help reach the
goals of both Management and the Agile team.

Is the Project Large?
Large projects may not fit the Agile and Scrum methodology,
which are targeted to smaller teams. Although you can break
up a larger project into smaller teams, you have to be prepared
for the coordination issue (such as the creation of Scrums of
Scrums) that will arise. The creation of Scrum of Scrums helps.
For more information on Scrum of Scrums, see Chapter 3.
Large projects can be successfully implemented using Agile.
In fact, many organizations are quite successful running portions of a project using Agile and other portions using traditional project management methods. With larger projects
and their associated increase in challenges, your teams will
require extra communication.

Is an Iterative Approach Okay?
Some organizations have a need to plan all aspects of a project from beginning to end before the project even starts. Agile
works in an iterative fashion, in successive cycles, without an
overall and upfront, must-do plan.

Do You Have Seasoned
Developers?
Seasoned developers know what’s involved in the development process and don’t require as much outside guidance.
They already know the ropes and are familiar enough with
project development so they know what’s expected of them —
something novice developers may not know.
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Is Your Team Motivated
and Committed?
Agile and Scrum teams need to internalize the motivation
needed to carry a project through so they can do their work
with minimal external management. If your team is motivated
and can commit to the project, that’s another point in favor of
considering Agile development.

Do You Have Effective
Team Leadership?
Scrum teams depend on the ScrumMaster, the team leader, to
see them through a project, deal with obstacles, and run the
daily Scrum.
Ideally, the person you have in mind for ScrumMaster should
be knowledgeable in Scrum and an effective leader without
the command and control style.

Can You Tolerate a Continuous
Customer Presence?
Scrum methodology calls for continuous customer
involvement — ideally collocating a customer representative, the Product Owner — with the Scrum team. If you can’t
tolerate such a continuous customer presence, Agile and
Scrum may not be for you. However, continuous customer
involvement is how you know you’re building the right thing
for the customer.
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Does the Team Have
All They Need?
Scrum teams should have all they need to carry a project
through. They shouldn’t need significant coordination with
other people and components of your organization to do
their work.

Can the Customer Representative
Present All Requirements?
In Scrum development, the Product Owner should ideally be
the team’s go-to person for the project’s requirements. The
Product Owner is the person ultimately responsible for the
product direction and requirements.
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Chapter 7

Ten Ways CA Agile Vision
Can Help You
In This Chapter
▶ Bringing your techniques together
▶ Empowering your team and its learning
▶ Making your business life easier

C

A Agile Vision is one of the most powerful online Agile
development environments available today. The software specializes in bringing Scrum techniques to your organization seamlessly. This chapter is dedicated to seeing if CA
Agile Vision software can help your business.

Improves Communication
When you have a distributed Scrum team, it can be nearly
impossible to maintain only one copy of important documents
and schedules — unless you’re operating online. With CA
Agile Vision, you take all planning, scheduling, and backlog
tasks online for immediate coordination between distributed
team members.

Saves Time
Does your Agile team spend a lot of time providing reports to
Management on their progress? CA Agile Vision helps your
team create reports automatically, with very few clicks, saving
a great deal of time. Oftentimes, the reporting requirements
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drive traditional project management reports, which are
designed for pre-planned projects.
CA Agile Vision, with integration to CA Clarity on Demand can
provide the translation from Agile methods and vocabulary
into the terms and reports that management is accustomed to.

Empowers Your Teams
Traditional project management requires the team to plan an
entire project and gain approval for the changes that are
encountered along the way. These changes, and the original
plan, often require the team to work through existing governance processes, taking away the ability to function as Agile
recommends.
CA Agile Vision and CA Clarity On Demand can provide comfort to those used to seeing a project defined as a traditional
work breakdown structure (WBS) and provide visibility and
feedback when many traditional project managers are unsure
they can get that information from an Agile project.

Incorporates the Product Owner
CA Agile Vision specializes in getting the Product Owner
involved in your project — which is essential to any Scrum
project. The Product Owner has a variety of online tools for
immediate access to everything about the project.
With the ability to create and manage the Product Backlog, as
well as track the progress of the product through the sprints
from the Dashboard, the Product Owner can feel more like a
part of the team with many other solutions designed specifically for the development team in Agile projects.

Evolves Your Learning
CA Agile Vision offers many Agile-enabled tools at a variety of
levels. As you get deeper into Agile development, CA Agile Vision
is there with you. CA Agile Vision is built for teams at all levels of
Agile maturity so the solution is approachable for everyone.
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Automates Your Processes
Does your Agile team struggle with using manual processes
for backlog and Sprint Planning? Everything is automated and
easy to use in CA Agile Vision. The interface is intuitive and
natural and makes working with backlogs and Sprint Planning
a breeze.

Speaks to Your Team in
Different Languages
CA Agile Vision supports users that are non-English speakers by providing a translated and localized version for those
workers who speak German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish,
French, and Brazilian Portuguese.

Reduces Cost
Do you want zero administration and operating costs with
high performance, security, and reliability? CA Agile Vision is
available as a subscription service that doesn’t require your
organization to purchase and maintain expensive hardware,
tying up critical administrative resources.

Educates Your Beginners
Do different levels of Agile maturity exist in your organization? Not every developer is proficient in Agile methodology
and techniques. To bring novices up to speed, a pre-built
Agile framework with all the tools needed can be invaluable.
CA Agile Vision was designed with this issue in mind and is
approachable for novice Agile team members and fully featured to support more mature teams, as well.
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Integrates Solutions
Do you have team members working on Agile and traditional
projects? When team members have to transition between
tools and methods, as is common in many large organizations,
having the ability to track and manage your work, your projects, and ultimately your time in one integrated solution can
be a time-saver and stress-reliever.
The integrated solution of CA Clarity on Demand and CA Agile
Vision makes integration possible for the team member, as
well as possible for resource managers and project management office (PMO) staff to understand what’s happening
within one solution.
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